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Original - Dry Sparkling Cider
Harry’s Original is a blend of bitter sweet apples. Beautifully balanced
flavours, with just the right amount of tannin and a clean finish.

PRODUCT

Applemoor - Medium Sparkling Cider
500ml

Harry’s Applemoor is a blended medium cider, light with a mellow
finish, balancing tannin with sweetness, whilst maintaining the taste and
character of a Somerset cider
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A lovely appley aroma, using a blend of apples from Harry’s orchard including the classic Dabinett variety.

Dabinett - Single Variety Medium Sparkling Cider
Harry’s Dabinett is a single variety apple that is fermented and then back
sweetened with juice. Big fruity aroma and flavours very silky on the palate
with a soft tannic finish.

Scrummage - Medium Traditional
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Raspberry & Blackcurrant - Still Cider
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TRADITIONAL
MEDIUM CIDER
4.2% ABV

330ml

Mango & Lime - Still Cider
Tasty and fresh, with a citrus kick. Just the right amount of cider aftertaste
coming through at the end.
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A golden medium cider, with a well-balanced fruity flavour.
An easy drinking smooth cider that keeps you coming back for more.
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3 LITRE POUCH & 20 LITRE BIB

Gift Packs - 3 Bottle Gift Pack - Available in flatpack

A very refreshing combination of flavours making this a popular choice,
whatever the weather
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No. 8 - Sweet Traditional

Not overly sweet, but with a nice acidic edge. Just right for the “sweet tooth” or novice cider drinker.

Corker - Medium Traditional
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An amber single variety cider that is matured for 18 months, Fruity, well balanced,
with sweetness blending with mellow tannins.

Dirty Harry’s - Raspberry & Blackcurrant

4%

A very refreshing combination of flavours making this a popular choice, whatever the weather

Pink Rhubarb - Still Cider
A delicate and refreshing fruity cider, with a hint of nectarine and vanilla
notes. Light pink in colour.
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Flash Harry’s - Mango & Lime
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Tasty and fresh, with a citrus kick. Just the right amount of cider aftertaste coming through at the end.

Traditional Flagon - Still Cider

1 Litre

A flagon of charm that demonstrates the best west country skills of
cidermaking. A refreshing apple cider with depth that depicts quality
and refinement
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RHUBARB
STILL FRUIT
CIDER

A delicate and refreshing fruity cider, with a hint of nectarine and vanilla notes. Light pink in colour.

4% ABV

Mulled Flagon - Still Cider
Mulled Cider (October-January)
A delicious blend of Harrys Cider gently infused with winter spices to
create a warm aromatic taste with layers of flavour
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A delicious blend of Harrys Cider gently infused with winter spices to create a warm
aromatic taste with layers of flavour.
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Welcome to Harry’s Cider
Harry’s Cider Company is a family business
located in the heart of Somerset.
We use apples from our own orchards to create
an outstanding range of interesting and exciting
full juice ciders.
Our growing brand is recognised for the quality,
care and dedication it takes to produce what we
believe to be the best cider in the region.

Contact Details
HARRY’S CIDER COMPANY
Littlefield Farm, Long Sutton,
Langport, Somerset, TA10 9NS

01458 241 324
Toby 07584 020234
Ali 07860 216992
sales@harryscidercompany.co.uk

Drinks Menu

www.harryscidercompany.co.uk

